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1. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು, ಒಂದು ವೇದಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ನಿಂತು.
2. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
3. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
4. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
5. 2010, ಗೋವಾನಿರ್ದೇಶದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವಿಜಯವು ಜೀವನದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವನ್ನು ಜೀವನದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವನ್ನು ಜೀವನದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವನ್ನು.
6. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
7. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
8. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
9. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
10. 2010, ಗೋವಾನಿರ್ದೇಶದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವಿಜಯವು ಜೀವನದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವನ್ನು ಜೀವನದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವನ್ನು ಜೀವನದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವನ್ನು.
11. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
12. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
13. 2010, ಗೋವಾನಿರ್ದೇಶದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವಿಜಯವು ಜೀವನದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವನ್ನು ಜೀವನದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವನ್ನು ಜೀವನದ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವನ್ನು.
14. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
15. ನೀರಿನ ವಾಸ್ತವವನ್ನು ಪ್ರಕಟಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು,
16. (చేసినా తెలుగు)

1) 2010, తెలంగాణ పాలనా ప్రాంగణాల నంబరు (మరాది) మిగిలినది

2) 2010, అప్పటి రోజు చారిత్రక సమాయాన్ని ప్రదర్శించడానికి వాటి నంబరు (మరాది) మిగిలినది

3) 2010, అప్పటి రోజు చారిత్రక సమాయాన్ని ప్రదర్శించడానికి (మూలానికి వాటి నంబరు) మిగిలినది

4) 2010, అప్పటి రోజు చారిత్రక సమాయాన్ని ప్రదర్శించడానికి (మూలానికి వాటి నంబరు) మిగిలినది

(అంతర్భాగం)
MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: - I hope we will have a fruitful day today.

Adjournment Motions have been received today.

1. Adjournment Motion given notice of by Sri K.Kanna Babu Garu and others regarding the need to discuss the issues of payment of compensation to Ryots and arrest of Ryot Leaders is disallowed.

2. Adjournment Motion given notice of by E. Rajender Garu and others regarding the withdrawal of false cases foisted on students, agitators and advocates is disallowed.

3. Adjournment Motion given notice of by Sri G. Kishan Reddy Garu regarding the need to discuss the development of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes is disallowed.

Let's go into Question Hour..

We will begin with question No. 3267(21). Yes, Minister for Primary Education......
(Interruptions continued)

Now, the House is adjourned for 15 minutes.

(The House then adjourned for 15 minutes at 9.03 AM).
9.40

I will take your opinion, please go back. Please sit down. I request the Floor Leaders to please call back your Members..............................

(INTERRUPTIONS)

You should have the patience to listen to what I am saying. The Chair is here to facilitate proper functioning of the House. Please cooperate. I request all the Hon'ble Floor Leaders to please give their opinion as to whether we should have the Question Hour or not and what subjects we should take up for short discussion.

I will take your opinion, please go back. Please sit down. I request the Floor Leaders to please call back your Members..............................

You should have the patience to listen to what I am saying. The Chair is here to facilitate proper functioning of the House. Please cooperate. I request all the Hon'ble Floor Leaders to please give their opinion as to whether we should have the Question Hour or not and what subjects we should take up for short discussion.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Specifically.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Specifically.
We can have discussion on Floods first by postponing the Question Hour.

We have discussed Floods first by postponing the Question Hour.

We have agreed to have discussion on Floods first by postponing the Question Hour.
Ranga Reddy garu, you are repeatedly saying that.
That is the final stand of the Government.

...it is a logical conclusion.

We will go to the Farmer’s issue.
We have not closed the issue.

10.00

We have not closed the issue.

I request all the Hon’ble Members and Floor Leaders to cooperate.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: All the Questions are deemed to have been postponed. Let us move on with the short discussion. After hearing the opinion of all the Floor Leaders and the Government’s opinion the Chair feels that we should take up discussion on farmers.

Ashok Gajapathi Raju garu, please cooperate with the Chair. I am trying my best to ensure good atmosphere.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Government has made its stand very clear. The Hon'ble Minister has made the Government’s stand very clear. I think we should leave it at that.

I request the Members to please go back to their seats. I cannot run the House like this. Please go back to your seats. It is not proper.

(See Hindi translation)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Chandrababu Naidu garu, are you registering your protest?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You should come to the rescue of the Chair.
SRI N. RAGHUVEERA REDDY: Once again I appeal to the Hon'ble Members,

"..."
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I request the Members once again please co-operate. They have clarified, they have given you Statement. It is placed in the House also.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will request the Minister for Home. Please, go back to your seats.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You asked for reply. The Hon’ble Minister for Home has been very specific. At the earliest...
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have been trying my best to run the House. The Hon’ble Minister has already communicated to you. This is not correct.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: (addressing Sri Akbaruddin Owaisi) How do we resolve this problem?

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWIAISI: Sir, let the Hon’ble Home Minister say a few words about our issue. No one will have any objection to it.

When the House is not in order, I cannot give the mike. The House has to come to order. I have been very very clear. I have accommodated your request. Hon’ble Minister for Home has also replied. She has also communicated. We should go into farmers issue.

Please go back. From the Government’s side let us request the Minister for Legislative Affairs……

I am trying my best. I am trying my best.
SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Sir, kindly permit the Hon’ble Home Minister to say a few words about our issue.
MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please be seated. The Government has also already clarified to you that they will give a statement.

14th dec., 10
14th dec., 10
20

---

* Expunged as ordered by the Chair.
Mr. Deputy Speaker: There are different forms of protest. You have to give a Ruling.

Yes, Minister for Home.
I have given you the first opportunity. You refused to speak.

I am sorry Harish Rao garu, what is this?
14th dec., 10

3.10.40

(హ.సెంప్యం 12 సంవత్సరం)

నుంచి తొమ్మిది నువ్వులలో గమ్భీరంగా అంతము ఎంతగా ప్రత్యక్షం రాయింది.

(వివాహం పసిల్వారు ప్రతి త్వరగా ఎలా నిపంచింది)

హ.సెంప్యం (పసిల్వారు నేటి) రెండు పసిల్వారు నిపంచింది పోటీ.
I have been accommodating your request. Please cooperate.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Sufficient time has been given to discuss on this. You should cooperate.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Kishan Reddy garu, I will examine it. If anything is objectionable, I will delete it. Please come to my chambers.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Rajender garu, please call back your Members to their seats. Please go back to your seats.
MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: Rajender garu, You are the Floor Leader. You should not come here. It is not correct.

Please raise your demands from there. I will ask the Government to respond one more time. Please go back.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: Very categorical explanation has been given. I think you should accept that.

You can't demand like that. I have been trying .I am also requesting the Minister for Home.
You are leaving me with no option. It is very unfortunate. The business of the House should go on.

(Interruptions)

I request the Minister for Revenue to move the motion.

Speaker Sir,

('ప్రధాన అంధారనుడు సాధన సంఘర్ష, బినా మాంసుడు యుగోత్సవం మేన్, ప్రధాన అంధారనుడు సాధన సంఘర్ష సంఘానం యుగోత్సవం ఉండం మేన్)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I request the Members to please cooperate and go back to your seats.

"That under sub-rule 2 of Rule 341 of Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly the following Members named be suspended from the service of the House for the morning session."
1. Sri G. Aravind Reddy,
2. Sri Koppula Eswar,
3. Sri Eatala Rajender,
4. Sri E. Ravinder Reddy,
5. Sri K. Sammaiah,
6. Sri K. Taraka Rama Rao,
7. Sri K. Vidya Sagar Rao,

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Rajender Garu, please call back your members. I request the Members once more to please cooperate.

10.50

Rajender Garu please call back your members.

I request the members once more to please cooperate.

The question is that --

1. Sri G. Aravind Reddy,
2. Sri Koppula Eswar,
3. Sri Eatala Rajender,
4. Sri E. Ravinder Reddy,
5. Sri K. Sammaiah,
6. Sri K. Taraka Rama Rao,
7. Sri K. Vidya Sagar Rao,

Members named by the Minister for Revenue be suspended from the service of the morning session.

(Pause)

The motion was carried and the Members named by the Minister for Revenue, were suspended from the service of the morning Session.

(The Members who were suspended, did not withdraw from the House)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Members named, please withdraw from the House

Harish Rao Garu I have also done my best to overcome the situation. Government has come forward and has given a statement.

14th dec., 10
They have come forward. It is a positive answer. Please withdraw from the House.

Rajender Garu please withdraw from the House. I request all the Members named by the Minister, please withdraw from the House.

MR.DY.SPEAKER: I request one more time, please withdraw from the House.

Please give the cut off date.

MR.DY.SPEAKER: Kishan Reddy Garu I have already given my ruling. Please come into my Chambers, I will examine the record and if anything is found objectionable, we shall examine that.

MR.DY.SPEAKER: You are very well aware of the rules. I am not going to get into the debate. Please leave it at that. I am accommodating your request. Please come into my Chambers. We will peruse the records. Anything found objectionable, we shall delete that. It will be removed from the records. Let us not go into that again.
MR.DY.SPEAKER : Please sit down. I will request the Government to speak on this. Please sit down.

MR.DY.SPEAKER: Kishan Reddy Garu it will lead to un-necessary debate. I have accomodated your request. I am assuring you that we will come into the Chamber and we will definitely peruse the records. If anything found objectionable, they will be deleted from the records. That is not important to me. What is important to me is records in the House. I am assuring to you that if anything is found objectionable, we will delete it.

(మ్యూస్ ఎడార్ పి. ఏ. జె. నాయక శ్రేణి నాయక్ నమస్కారం)

MR.DY.SPEAKER: The allocation of 3 hours time among the various political parties to speak on the Short Discussion on the issues being faced by the farmers –

let 11.00

Let me announce that three hours of time was allotted for Short Discussion, meant to discuss the issues faced by the farmers. This time would be shared among different political parties in the following manner.

I.N.C. - one hour ten minutes, the T.D.P. - 45 minutes, P.R.P. - fifteen minutes, T.R.S. - ten minutes, M.I.M. - ten minutes, C.P.I. - ten minutes, B.J.P. - five minutes, C.P.I.(M) - five minutes, Lok Satta - five minutes and Independents - five minutes.

This is the time allotted to various political parties. I request all the Members to kindly co-operate in taking up the Short Discussion immediately.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will examine the records on this and if I find anything objectionable in the records it will be deleted. You can do that in a different form.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please sit down.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please do not address the Chair like that. I have already given a ruling on this. You are a very responsible Member. I consider you to be a very responsible Member. Why are you coming to the Podium? Please do not come to the Podium. Please go back to your respective seat.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Kishan Reddy garu, once again I am assuring you in the House. When the House is adjourned for the day, kindly come to my Chambers. You can examine the records and if anything is found objectionable, it can be deleted from the records of the House. I cannot be more specific than this.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You know very well. Yes, let us begin with the short discussion on the problems being faced by the farmers. Please sit down.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please do not address the Chair like that. I have already given a ruling on this. You are a very responsible Member. I consider you to be a very responsible Member. Why are you coming to the Podium? Please do not come to the Podium. Please go back to your respective seat.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Kishan Reddy garu, once again I am assuring you in the House. When the House is adjourned for the day, kindly come to my Chambers. You can examine the records and if anything is found objectionable, it can be deleted from the records of the House. I cannot be more specific than this.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Yes, let us begin with the short discussion on the problems being faced by the farmers. Please sit down.
MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have been very specific. I have come to your aid. I am accepting what you are saying, subject to the verification of records. But you do not understand that. You are well educated senior Member. I have very clearly stated to you that we shall examine the records and if anything is found to be objectionable, it would be removed from the records.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: I myself have been saying that repeatedly. But you do not understand that. You are well educated senior Member. I have very clearly stated to you that we shall examine the records and if anything is found to be objectionable, it would be removed from the records. But you do not understand that. You are well educated senior Member. I have very clearly stated to you that we shall examine the records and if anything is found to be objectionable, it would be removed from the records.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: That is not correct. You know the Rules and Procedures. Please go back to your seat Mr. Laxminarayana. Ok., I will give you a chance. Mr. Kishan Reddy garu, you are only making an appeal to the Chair to examine the records. You should only speak on that.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please sit down Chandrasekhar Reddy garu. I have some official business. Please sit down. Minister for Revenue will move the motion for the introduction of the Bill.
MINISTER FOR ROADS AND BUILDINGS (SRI DHARMANA PRASADA RAO)
(ON BEHALF OF THE CHIEF MINISTER): Sir, I beg to move:

“That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2010.”

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, the question is “

“That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2010.”

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the bill was Introduced.

Sir, this is from Kaul and Shakdhar Book.

"Arrangements have to be made for Members to meet their guests and others at the Members Waiting Hall, near the entrance to the Lobby of the Chamber. When a person comes to the reception office and expresses desire to meet a Member, an interview slip is sent to the Member concerned. On that the Member would indicate the time and place where he would like to meet that person, accordingly arrangements are made to admit the visitor to the place indicated by the Member".
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You have raised a Point of Order. I understand the issue. I will get back to you on that. Please sit down.
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There cannot be a point of order on the Speaker's ruling. However, after apprising myself completely of the facts, I will inform the House about the incident. Please sit down. This is enough. You are a senior Parliamentarian. You should understand this.
you yourselves have preferred to stay there. We cannot help for that.

MR.DY.SPEAKER: We will leave it there. We will get back to the business.

even I will have to get back to you in proper form.
অতী: অক্ষয়েচরি গুপ্তের দৃষ্টিকোণের অনুযায়ী তার তত্ত্বাবধায়ক বিষয়গুলো বিষয়টুকু। অতী অক্ষয়েচরি

(অনন্তর, স্বাধীন হিসেবে প্রথম বিজ্ঞানী হয়ে উঠেছে তিনি।)

অনন্তর, স্বাধীন হিসেবে প্রথম বিজ্ঞানী হয়ে উঠেছে তিনি। অনন্তর, স্বাধীন

(অনন্তর, স্বাধীন হিসেবে প্রথম বিজ্ঞানী হয়ে উঠেছে তিনি।)
11.20

The following issues need to be resolved:

- The payment of Rs. 2,71,587 should be withdrawn from the bank account.
- The payment of Rs. 4,75,764 should be refunded.
- The payment of Rs. 65,000 should be adjusted.

All the above issues need to be resolved immediately.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

[Date: 14th Dec., 10]
14th dec., 10

E. 11.30

...insist...
Mr. Deputy Speaker: Please, do not interrupt the Member.

Minister for Revenue, Relief & Rehabilitation is there.

why are you unnecessarily deviating?
I am not talking politics.

(After the Leader of Opposition)

Leader of Opposition: I would like to request....

he has to withdraw the words which he has consciously or unconsciously used against the Hon'ble Member.

(After the Leader of Opposition)

Expunged as ordered by the Chair

Expunged as ordered by the Chair
I request you to kindly withdraw your words.

( دائمًا أنا ألتزم بذلك)

I request you to kindly withdraw your words.

( دائما أنا ألتزم بذلك)

I request you to kindly withdraw your words.

( دائما أنا ألتزم بذلك)

★ I am abiding by it. I am abiding by it. I am abiding by it.
MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: All I can advice the Members is that let us not get into personal opinions or personal observations about any Member. This is not appropriate.

Let us continue the debate. I request the Members to please resume their seats. Leave it at that. This is more important. Let us focus on this.

He is a senior Minister. Why are you getting agitated? I will give you an opportunity.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am advising all the Members. Please do not get personal in your remarks. At the same time, it is the duty of every Member to respect the colleague Member. Once we have the dignity of the House, then we all can function in a very effective manner. Please don't deviate from the subject. I request all the Hon'ble Members not to get personal in any manner whatsoever.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: One minute. Please sit down. Let Dharmana Prasada Rao garu speak. Then I will come back to you.

SRI N. CHANDRABABU NAIDU: No. I am not yielding.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: This is not correct.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: This is not fair.

SRI N. CHANDRABABU NAIDU: No, I am not yielding.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You cannot cast aspersions on the Chair like that. Please do not cast aspersions on the Chair. It is not correct.

I am not yielding.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: He is the leader of the House. I will give it to the Leader of the House and then I will come back to you.

I am not yielding.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: He is quoting a rule.
SRI RAVULA CHANDRASEKHARA REDDY: I am on a Point of Order.

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER: Let us leave it at that. We will continue with Chandrababu Naidu Garu.

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER: He has quoted Rule 319 of the Rules.

I have not responded. Please go back. The Leader of the Opposition is being given the mike. Now, please go back.

You don't want the House to run. Try to understand.

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER: Let us close the issue. As Chandrababu Naidu Garu has said, I will examine the records and anything found objectionable, it will be expunged.
SRI P. KESHAV (Uravakonda): He should also apologize for what all he said.

Mr. 12.00

(INTERRUPTIONS)

SRI P. KESHAV: Let the Minister have that decency. He should apologize for what he said.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: If there is anything objectionable, it will be deleted.

(INTERRUPTIONS)
14th dec., 10
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Chandrababu Naidu garu... You need to conclude. I am monitoring the time. I am taking everything into consideration.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Let us not deviate from the subject......
చంద్రబాబు రామారాయం గురించి ప్రస్తుతి చేసినాడు.

12.40

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Chandrababu Naidu garu, please conclude.
Why do you get personal on that? I am reminding of your time. We have set time for each Member. For everything, why do you get personal? What is this?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: In case you are not realised.. you began at 11.15 a.m.. Interruptions I am not fixing. Rather..

I am not doing that job.
Agriculture loans.

The government has introduced a scheme for pro-farmer and pro-poor borrowers. 12.50

On 14th dec., 10

M. 12.50
ముఖం దర్శన్ని పిలుస్తుంది, మాత్రమే అనియత్తుడు ప్రత్యేకంగా భావిస్తుంది
యోగ్యం అంటే కలప శక్తి లేదా భాషణ విధానాల ఉమ్మడితా విధానాలు. పాటు ఇవి ముఖుండే
తీలు రాసినప్పటికీ చెప్పించాం. మాత్రమే అనియత్తుడు ప్రత్యేకంగా భావిస్తుంది
గొప్ప మార్క్యు థామ్‌ రాసించాలి. మాత్రమే అనియత్తుడు ప్రత్యేకంగా భావిస్తుంది
అది మార్క్యు థామ్‌ రాసించాలి ఉంటే చెప్పాలి. మాత్రమే అనియత్తుడు
ప్రత్యేకంగా భావిస్తుంది అది మార్క్యు థామ్‌ రాసించాలి ఉంటే చెప్పాలి.

ప్రశ్నలు ప్రత్యేకంగా భావిస్తుంది

1. అయితే కీలకంగా ఈ సంఖ్యలు మార్క్యు థామ్‌ రాసి చెప్పాలి. కీలకంగా ఈ సంఖ్యలు
మార్క్యు థామ్‌ రాసి చెప్పాలి ఈ సంఖ్యలు మార్క్యు థామ్‌ రాసి చెప్పాలి.

2. అయితే కీలకంగా ఈ సంఖ్యలు మార్క్యు థామ్‌ రాసి చెప్పాలి. కీలకంగా ఈ సంఖ్యలు
మార్క్యు థామ్‌ రాసి చెప్పాలి ఈ సంఖ్యలు మార్క్యు థామ్‌ రాసి చెప్పాలి.

1985-89; 1989-94; మార్క్యు థామ్‌ 2010 సంవత్సరాలు మార్క్యు థామ్‌ ఉండే
సంఖ్యలు మార్క్యు థామ్‌ ఉండ�ండా రాసించాలి. కీలకంగా ఈ సంఖ్యలు
మార్క్యు థామ్‌ ఉండూ రాసించాలి ఈ సంఖ్యలు మార్క్యు థామ్‌ ఉండా చెప్పాలి.
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3. ఓద్దినిపిండి చిన్న సార్ల గలను లభిస్తానికి చాలా విషయాలు ఉన్నాయి, గొడిచే టై మితికి వచ్చే చిన్న సార్ల గలను లభిస్తానికి మాత్రమే కారణమైతుంది.

భాగం 2010 సంవత్సరంలో 34వ సంవత్సరం మారందించబడింది.


భాగం 2010 సంవత్సరంలో 28వ సంవత్సరం మారందించబడింది.

4. ఓడంటి యాస సార్ల గలను లభిస్తానికి చాలా విషయాలు ఉన్నాయి, గొడిచే టై మితికి వచ్చే చిన్న సార్ల గలను లభిస్తానికి మాత్రమే కారణమైతుంది.

భాగం 2010 సంవత్సరంలో 29వ సంవత్సరం మారందించబడింది.

5. ఓడంటి యాస సార్ల గలను లభిస్తానికి చాలా విషయాలు ఉన్నాయి, గొడిచే టై మితికి వచ్చే చిన్న సార్ల గలను లభిస్తానికి మాత్రమే కారణమైతుంది.

భాగం 2010 సంవత్సరంలో 16వ సంవత్సరం మారందించబడింది.

6. ఓడంటి యాస సార్ల గలను లభిస్తానికి చాలా విషయాలు ఉన్నాయి, గొడిచే టై మితికి వచ్చే చిన్న సార్ల గలను లభిస్తానికి మాత్రమే కారణమైతుంది.
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This page contains information on various periods from 1952-56, 1967-72, 1972-78, 1985-89, 1989-94, and 1994-99. The text appears to be discussing specific events or activities that took place during these timeframes.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, the House is adjourned for tea-break for 10 minutes.

(The House then adjourned for 10 minutes at 12.58 P.M.)
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d. (5. 30) 7-03 భావిత మూలాలు సంఖ్య విడి కార్గాడం

సాధారణం

పొనిచెట్ల‌లో అంచెటిని పరిమాణం, ఎందూ ఎక్కడ డిలిట్ చేసిన విదేశానికి నిలువు విడి (విండిమాకు)

సంహితా కంటే ఆ క్రమంలో నేపథ్యం చేసిన విదేశానికి పరిమాణం, ఎందూ ఎక్కడ డిలిట్ చేసిన విదేశానికి నిలువు విడి (విండిమాకు)

||
|---|---|
|142| 7-03 |
|24| 7-03 |
|3| 7-03 |

1.30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31,263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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maximum extent  1.40
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1.50

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will give you an opportunity again.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will give you an opportunity again... O.K.
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(ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಪುಟಗಳ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿ ಒಂದು ಸೂಚನೆ ಇದೆ)

ಎಚ್.ಬಿ. ಯುಬಿ., ಪಾಯಿಸುವ ನಾಲ್ಕು ದಿನಗಳ ನಂಜು ರಾತ್ರಿಗೆ ನೀಡಿದ ನಾಲ್ಕು ದಿನಗಳ ಸೂಧೆಯಲ್ಲಿ ನಾಮಗೊಂಡು ಫಾಸ್ಟ್ ಹಬ್ಬೆ ಇದೆ.
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14th dec., 10
MR.DY.SPEAKER: The House is adjourned to meet again at 5.00 p.m. today.

(Then the House adjourned at 2.12 p.m. to meet again at 5.00 p.m. in the evening.)
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: We will take up the Business of the House. Minister for Higher Education will move the motion for taking into consideration the Andhra Pradesh Universities (Amendment) Bill, 2010.

SRI C. DAMODAR RAJANARIMSHA, MINISTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION & TECHNICAL EDUCATION: Speaker Sir, I beg to move:

"That the Andhra Pradesh Universities (Amendment) Bill, 2010 be taken into consideration."

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Minister Garu, briefly explain the objects and reasons of the Bill.

(INTERRUPTIONS)
MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: You are very well aware of the procedures. You know the procedures very well. Evening Session is meant entirely for Government Business. We will take up the Government Bills.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: That is not correct.

This is unprecedented. It's never happened like this. Evening Session is always meant for the Government Business. We will take up Bills.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: You know the procedures very well. Evening Session is meant entirely for Government Business. We will take up the Government Bills.

Yes, Minister for Legislative Affairs.

Please, I am appealing to all the Opposition Members to cooperate with the Chair. There are many important Bills, which have to be discussed. One among them is Micro Finance Institutions Bill. We would like to take positive
suggestions. Let's take up the Bills. This is the procedure of the Assembly. This is the procedure of the Floor. Please try to cooperate. Through you, we are appealing to them Sir.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: We will leave it at that.

This agenda has been formulated in the BAC. After the Assembly passes the Bills, they will be sent to the Council. After the Assembly passes the Bills, they will be sent to the Council.
You are not at all understanding the issue. The Bills must be sent to Council.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I would like to ask the other Floor Leaders to come to the rescue of the Chair. BAC isn’t sending Bills to Council? How can we deviate like that? It is unprecedented.

How can you hold the House like this, let them go. This is a very important Bill. It is a fact. It is a hard reality. So I request the other political parties also to raise.

How can we deviate like that? It is unprecedented. It is a fact. It is a very important Bill.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: As per norms, you have to give mike.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: He is appealing to you to come back.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please do not refer names. It is the practice in the House that we don't refer to Members or names who are not Members of this House.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: That is not correct. Please do not refer the names of people who are not Members of this House.

(INTERRUPTIONS)
There is no point. Please do not refer the names of people who are not Members of this House.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: It will be expunged.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: We will go into the Business of the House.

* Expunged as ordered by the Chair.
MR.DEPUTY Speaker: Please go into the business.

Try to restore normalcy in the House. I request all of you to cooperate in running the business of the House.

All the Hon’ble Members specially the Floor Leaders are very well aware of the discussion that took place in the B.A.C. Whatever the bills are being discussed today have to be discussed in the Council tomorrow, that is the procedure. The Council also had a B.A.C. and they decided to discuss the bills tomorrow. You should co-operate.
Is it right? .... It is not allegation that I made.
(The House them adjourned for 15 Minutes at 5.28 P.M.)

6.00

(After break, the House reassembled at 6.08 p.m. with Hon'ble Deputy Speaker in the Chair.)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Once again, I am appealing to all the Members, please co-operate. Let us not deviate any more. Let us go into the Bills. We have enough time for it. Business of the House is very clear. Today evening, we have Government Bills. Let us go on with that. Yes, Minister for Higher Education.
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. The question is:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Universities (Amendment) Bill, 2010 be taken into consideration.”

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was considered.

**Clause 2, Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title.**

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: There are no amendments to Clause 2, Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title and they are before the House. Now the question is:

"That Clause 2, Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title do stand part of the Bill"

(Pause)

Clause 2, Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

MINISTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION: (Sri C. Damodar Rajanarsimha): Sir, I beg to move:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Universities (Amendment) Bill, 2010 (L.A. Bill No. 21 of 2010) be Passed.”

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion Moved. The question is:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Universities (Amendment) Bill, 2010 (L.A. Bill No. 21 of 2010) be passed.”

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was passed.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am appealing to all the Members, please cooperate. The established procedure in the House is that we should take up the Bills in the evening Session.

This is not appropriate.
THE ANDHRA PRADESH UNIVERSITIES ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2010 (L.A. Bill No. 25 of 2010).

MINISTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION & TECHNICAL EDUCATION (Sri C. Damodar Rajanarsimha): Sir, I beg to move:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Universities Acts (Amendment) Bill, 2010 be taken into consideration.”

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. The question is:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Universities Acts (Amendment) Bill, 2010 be taken into consideration.”

(Pause)

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was considered.

**Clauses 2 to 9, Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title.**

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: There are no amendments to Clauses 2 to 9, Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title and they are before the House.

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and Clauses 2 to 9, Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

MINISTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION (Sri C. Damodar Rajanarasimha): Sir, I beg to move:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Universities Acts (Amendment) Bill, 2010 be passed.”

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. The question is:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Universities Acts (Amendment) Bill, 2010 be passed.”

(Pause)

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was passed.

(Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am requesting the Members to please go back to your seats. This is not appropriate.

Please go back to your seats and resume your seats.
there is no other alternative except to move the resolution.

Sir, I beg to move:

“That under sub-rule 2 of Rule 340 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly the following members as named by the Hon'ble Deputy Speaker be suspended from the service of the House for the Evening Session:

Sri V. Abbayya,  
Sri Abdul Ghani,  
Sri Amarnadh Reddy  
Sri Anand Babu,  
Gajapati Raju  
Sri Ambati Brahmanaiah  
Smt. D. Anasuya  
Smt. A. Annapurna  
Sri P. Asok  
Sri N. Chandrababunaidu  
Sri V. Chander Rao,  
Sri Ravula Chandra Sekhar Reddy  
Sri M. Chandrasekhar,  
Sri Yerraballi Dayakar,  
Sri K. Dayakar Reddy  
Sri Suddala Devaiah,  
Sri B. Durga Prasad Rao  
Sri Bojjala Gopala Krishna Reddy  
Sri G. Govardhan,  
Sri Hanuman Shinde,  
Sri K. Hariswar Reddy  
Smt. K. Hemalatha  
Dr. Sri N. Janardhan Reddy  
Sri V. Jageswara Rao,  
Sri G. Kamalakar  
Sri P. Kesav  
Smt. K. Lalitha Kumari  
Sri M. Linga Reddy  
Sri P. Mahendra Reddy,  
Sri B. Mastan Rao,  
Sri K. Meenashi Naidu,  
Sri Gali Muddukrishnama Naidu,  
Sri Tummala Nageswara Rao,  
Sri K. Narayana Reddy  
Sri D. Narendrakumar,  
Sri M. Narasimhulu  
Sri K. E. Prabakar  
Sri V. K. Pardhasarathi,  
Sri Palle Raghunatha Reddy,  
Sri V. Ramakrishna Babu  
Sri K. Ramakrishna
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. The question is:

“That Under Sub-Rule 2 of the Rule 340 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of the Business in the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly the following Members as named by the Hon'ble Deputy Speaker be suspended from the service of the House for the Evening Session:

Sri V.Abbayya,
Sri Abdul Ghani,
Sri Amarnadh Reddy
Sri Anand Babu,
Smt.D.Anasuya
Smt. A. Annapurna
Sri Pp.Asok Gajapati Raju
Sri Ambati Brahmanaih
Sri N. ChandrababuNaidu
Sri V. Chander Rao,
Sri Ravula Chandra Sekhar Reddy
Sri M. Chandrasekhar,
Sri Yerraballi Dayakar,
Sri K.Dayakar Reddy
Sri Suddala Devaiah,
Sri B.Durga Prasad Rao
Sri Bojjala Gopala Krishna Reddy
Sri G. Govardhan,
Sri Hanuman Shinde,
Sri K. Hariswar Reddy
Smt. K. Hemalatha
Dr. Sri N.Janardhan Reddy
Sri V.Jogeswara Rao,
The motion was adopted and the Members named were suspended from the service of the House for the evening session.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I request the suspended Members to please withdraw from the House.
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SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Please adjourn the House and call for BAC.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: Yes, Minister for Legislative Affairs.

14th dec., 10
SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Sir, what about what has happened? It is a shame to be a part of this House. Such a big thing has happened and the Leader of the House is missing. Where is the Leader of the House Sir? When is he going to come Sir? Please adjourn the House and call for a BAC. All of us are feeling disgraced here.

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will give opportunity to each party to speak. Yes, Raghuvveera Reddy garu..

Let us take part in the discussion. Let them come out with a suggestion. Let us take the Business of the House.
7.10

அழைப்புணி பிறவத் தோற்றுத்தொட்டில் எவ்வித முறையிலும் மறுவியிருப்பது. மேலும் வலசூடு முறையினை மீண்டும் விளக்குவது வேண்டியுள்ளது. நமது வலசூட்டு முறையின் மீண்டும் விளக்குதல் மறுவியிருப்பது. மேலும் வலசூட்டு முறையினை மீண்டும் விளக்குவதை வழங்குவது வேண்டியுள்ளது. நமது வலசூட்டு முறையின் மீண்டும் விளக்குதலை மறுவியிருப்பது. மேலும் வலசூட்டு முறையினை மீண்டும் விளக்குவதை வழங்குவதை வேண்டியுள்ளது.
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SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Hon'ble Deputy Speaker Sir, it is a very sad day for the democracy and also a black day in the history of Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly I would say. I do not want to speak because I was insisting upon you for convening an all party Floor Leaders meeting in your chambers so that we could bring to your kind notice as to what our feelings are, but our demand was not accepted by your kind self and now I was given an opportunity to speak so I had spoken.

First of all, I would like to use this opportunity and call upon the people of my State and render my apologies to them because I am also part of this House.
and I am extremely sorry for what had happened in this House. Sir, there is a Parliamentary practice that whenever we have any disturbance in the House or any political party Member/Members reaches/reach the podium, either the House is adjourned or a repeated request is made to the Member/Members who is/are agitating, to go back to his/their seats and in spite of that, if that is not heard or listened, then the House is adjourned and all political party Floor Leaders meeting would be convened by the Chair. I really fail to understand as to why the House was not adjourned and why all political parties Floor Leaders meeting was not convened. There have been so many incidents and we have been seeing so much of agitations by many political parties. I have been the part of Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly in 1999 also and, at that time when Telugu Desam Party was ruling the State, we had a Power agitation and the Power tariff was enhanced and at that time we used to have a very lengthy debates, protests and agitations but never we had seen such a scene as to what we had seen today. Again it is also Parliamentary practice that when any Member is being suspended it is not a Rule or Regulation but, it is a Parliamentary practice that before moving a Resolution for suspension of any Member or Members, the opinion of all the political parties is taken. I do not understand why the opinion of all the political parties was not taken. Probably we could have not only given a fruitful suggestion but we could have made an appeal from our side also to the agitating Members to go back to their seats. We were also not given that opportunity. When a Member is suspended, it is always better I would say that the suspended Member should leave this House without being escorted by the Marshals. At least I believe this. But that has not happened and the agitation continued. The protest continued. The Marshals were there in the House. Sir, from 1999 I have regularly been elected to this House and I have seen after the suspension, the House has been adjourned twice or thrice. It happened Sir. We could have adjourned the House but the House continued. I do not want to blame anybody Sir, because I am also part of it. What has happened is very bad. It is very sad and I should say that for the first time I am falling short of words to put across the feeling which I had in my heart. I really do not understand as to why so much of agitation was made when Members were suspended. The Leader of the Opposition who has been in this House since 1978, might have been suspended for so many times. I really do not understand why he and his Legislators did not leave this House. Not only that, I have never seen him in so much of temper. He was so angry that others had to stand by their leader. Then the doors were closed. All the doors were closed except for that one door and glasses were broken, the microphones were broken, the mikes were broken and the last benches were broken. Who is responsible for this? Everybody knows. But, It is a very sad Sir. When I say that the action and the behavior of the Opposition Leader and his party members was appalling at the same time I should just say that the Government should not have acted in so much of haste.

Sir, from three days we are seeing there is so much of protest. I am sorry to say that the quality of debate is drastically falling down. You always give us 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 20 minutes of time instead at some times give us one hour’s time and I am sure that no one will be able to speak for such a long time. I once again say that the quality of debate is drastically falling down. The preparations are low. When the quality of debate is falling, the quality of behavior is also falling. When the quality of behavior is falling at the same time let me come on record and say that the tolerance levels are also falling. We all
should have more and more of tolerance. Our self-egos are really sitting on our heads. We are here to serve the people and do something good to the people. People have sent us here with lot of hopes and expectations. People have dreams for us and for the State. We all are responsible citizens of this Country and also let us all not forget that we are all law makers. Sir, law makers means the one who makes law. But, here I am sorry to say that the Legislators are more a road makers and basic amenity makers and lesser law makers. The saddest part is, we are not debating on any subject or any topic. We are making laws. We are supposed to pass Bills. Law makers are entrusted with the responsibility of making laws but see what we have made up of our own selves. I know that today all the National Channels are going to have the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly from morning till late in the evening. We have seen in the TV Channels that in Orissa Assembly one Legislator was sitting on the table of the Speaker. And now we will see Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly. We never thought that one fine day Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly would proceed very faster towards Uttar Pradesh and Bihar Assembly. I hope that the Leader of the House and all the senior Legislators sitting here take a serious note of what has happened in the House and the Leader of the Opposition also realize as to what happened today.

Sir, we are here to raise an issue. We cannot dictate terms to the Government. It is the authority of the Government to accept our demand or not. We can put across our demand but we cannot force the Government. The people have given mandate to the Government for five years. So let us wait for another five years. If in this forum our issues are not addressed and our demands are not accepted, finally we have the court of the people. The people are decision makers. They will decide whether the five years regime was right or wrong, good or bad and decide whether to give them another chance or not? But here we ourselves want to take an opportunity. I have been repeatedly requesting and once again I put across our demand and request that please Sir, stop this live telecast.

(ROUND OF APPLAUSE BY THE TREASURY BENCHES)

When I came in this House for the first time in 1999 we never had this live telecast. Just because we never had live telecast, probably, I might be wrong subject to correction, we used to have lot of debates. We used to have three hours debate and what tolerance levels we had? But right from the day this camera had come, this Assembly had become a stage and many Legislators have become stage actors. They are acting and thinking that the people are seeing them. But people are not fools they know what is what. I once again want to bring across my demand to please stop this live telecast. I am sorry Sir I am taking lot of time.

We have right to agitate but what is this Sir?
I do not know what you call in Telugu. Sugarcane sticks were there. I really fail to understand this. Sir, your Chair is very powerful. When you have given clear instructions that no placards are allowed inside the House how can a sugarcane stick come inside the House? What if somebody transport a bomb inside this House who will be held responsible for it?

We have seen one gentleman, one law maker dressed up in a kisaan dress. I do not want to comment on that. But I do not think that was the dress which they are supposed to wear and enter this House. I request the Chair to kindly make a note of this.

One more thing Sir, when once a Member is suspended, it is the responsibility of the Member to leave the House. If they do not leave the House, Marshals would be called and it is the responsibility and the duty of the Marshals to lift the Member and take him out. Why were the Marshals not acting upon? Why have they waited for one hour? Why were they silent spectators? Kindly note the names of all those Marshals. When they were asked to come inside and pick them up and take them out why were they not doing their duties? When they were not doing their duties they need to be suspended I would say. These Marshals have also brought disgrace to the House. I am sorry to say Sir. Probably the Marshals, the bureaucrats, the Police everybody is thinking that the State has a very week Government. You have to make a note of this. The Leader of the House should make a note of this as to why they have not acted upon and who was the head of them and why they were standing over here and watching tamasha. We have to give a strong message not just to one but to everybody that there is a Government, a very strong Government which would act upon. It is the demand of the moment I would say. It is not as if anybody can rule as and how they want. It is a concern for us, for the citizens of the State. Sir, I hope that the points which have been raised by me would be made note of. I once again express my feelings that I feel very saddened, very upset and I think it is a black day and I was hurt by what has happened and I feel like not sitting here but going out of the House. So I just want to go out of this House. I do not know why I am doing this but I have to do this. Thank you very much Sir.

7.30
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* As asterisk before the name indicates confirmation by the Member.
Due to lack of conviction, the Nation will perish.

A House divided against itself will fall.
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ಅದ್ಭುತವಾದ ಅತ್ಯಂತ ಹೊಸ ಮೇಲೆಂದರೆ ಇತ್ತೀಚಾರುಗು. ಎಲ್ಲೆ ಇಲ್ಲಿದ್ದು ಕಂಡು ಹಾಗೆ ಕಂಡು ವೇಳೆ ತನ್ನ ಮುಖಕ್ಕೆ ಮುಖಕ್ಕೆ ಹಾಸಿಕೆ ತೆಗೆದುಕೊಂಡಾಗಿದೆ. ಇಲ್ಲಿ ಇದ್ದು ವಿಶೇಷವಾಗಿ ಇದ್ದು ವಿಶೇಷವಾಗಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಾಗಿ ಮೇಲೆಂದರೆ ಇತ್ತೀಚಾರುಗು. ಅದ್ಭುತವಾದ ಅತ್ಯಂತ ಹೊಸ ಮೇಲೆಂದರೆ ಇತ್ತೀಚಾರುಗು. ಎಲ್ಲೆ ಇಲ್ಲಿದ್ದು ಕಂಡು ಹಾಗೆ ಕಂಡು ವೇಳೆ ತನ್ನ ಮುಖಕ್ಕೆ ಮುಖಕ್ಕೆ ಹಾಸಿಕೆ ತೆಗೆದುಕೊಂಡಾಗಿದೆ. ಇಲ್ಲಿ ಇದ್ದು ವಿಶೇಷವಾಗಿ ಇದ್ದು ವಿಶೇಷವಾಗಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಾಗಿ ಮೇಲೆಂದರೆ ಇತ್ತೀಚಾರುಗು.
SRI N.KIRANKUMAR REDDY: Sir, as the Leader of this House, I could only apologize for the behaviour of the Members of the main Opposition. Our dignity towards the Chair would in fact reflect the respect to the House. I do not have any more
comments to offer. Once again, I would like to say that I am extremely sorry for what had happened. On behalf of the House, I would apologize to the Chair.

रेड्रे को हैरान

1) 2010, जबलपुर में हादसे विचार (मंजिल) याद

(मंजिलसंस्थान)

Minister for Municipal Administration and Urban Development: (SRI M. MAHEEDHAR REDDY): Sir, I beg to move:


MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, I would request the Minister to explain the salient features pertaining to the Bill.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is "That the Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation (Amendment) Bill, 2010 be taken into Consideration. (LA BILL NO.23 of 2010)".

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was Considered.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, I will put the clauses to vote.

There are no amendments to Caluses-2, 3, Clause-1, Enacting Formula and Long Title and they are before the House.

Now, the question is:

"That Clauses-2, 3, Clause-1, Enacting Formula and Long Title do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and Clauses-2, 3, Clause-1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, I will request the Minister for Municipal Administration and Urban Development to move the bill for passing.

Minister for Municipal Administration and Urban Development (SRI M. MAHEEDHARA REDDY): Sir, I beg to move:

"That the Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation (Amendment) Bill, 2010 be Passed. (LA BILL NO.23 of 2010)".

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, the question is:

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the bill was passed.

2) 2010, శ్రీ శ్రీదార బాబు మంత్రి ప్రేమిక చేసిన పిల్లా దృష్టి రేట్టు వాస్తవం వాటిలో 

(పాటు) మిగిలుంది

MINISTER FOR CIVIL SUPPLIES AND LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS (SRI D. SRIDHAR BABU) (ON BEHALF OF THE CHIEF MINISTER) : Sir, according to the Rule-358 of the Rules of Procedure, I beg to move:

“ That the second proviso to the Rule-99 of the Rules of Procedure be suspended in this application to the motion for consideration and passing of the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2010."

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, the question is:

“ That the second proviso to the Rule-99 of the Rules of Procedure be suspended in this application to the motion for consideration and passing of the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2010."

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Proviso for Rule-99 has been suspended.

MINISTER FOR CIVIL SUPPLIES AND LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS (SRI D. SRIDHAR BABU) (ON BEHALF OF THE CHIEF MINISTER): Sir, I beg to move:

“ That the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2010, be taken into Consideration."

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, the question is:

“ That the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2010, be taken into Consideration."

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the bill was Considered.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : I will now put the clauses to vote.

There are no amendments Clauses-2, 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title and they are before the House.

Now, the question is:
“Clauses-2, 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title do stand part of the Bill.

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and Clauses-2, 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

MINISTER FOR CIVIL SUPPLIES AND LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS (SRI D. SRIDHAR BABU) (ON BEHALF OF THE CHIEF MINISTER): Sir, I beg to move:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2010, be Passed.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, the question is:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2010, be Passed.”

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was Passed.

3) 2010, ఆంధ్రపాట్లో పాటాంపీ నిర్మాణాన్ని (మొత్తినాణివేది) సేవలు (మొత్తినాణివేది సేవలు సంరక్షణలు) విషయం

(విభాగస్థాయి)

MINISTER FOR INDIRA KRANTHI PATHAM, PENSIONS, SELF HELP GROUPS, WOMEN DEVELOPMENT, CHILD WELFARE, DISABLED WELFARE AND JUVENILE WELARE (SMT. V. SUNITHA LAXMA REDDY): Sir, I beg to move:

“That the Andhra Pradesh Micro Finance institutions (Regulation of Money Lending) Bill, 2010 (LA BILL NO.22 OF 2010) be taken into Consideration.”

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, discussion on the bill. I would request the Minister to explain the salient features of the bill.
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"त्यांनी मी विषयातील घडील काव्यरूपांना दिला आहे। माझ्यांनी ग्रंथांमध्ये अनेक मालकी रचनांची विकसित करण्यासाठी आहे। माझ्यांनी उपभोक्तांना सकारात्मक भावना दिल्यासाठी आहे। त्यांनी मी उपभोक्तांना स्वस्थ आणि सुगम शैलीले विविध दिशेजाहीत दिल्यासाठी आहे। त्यांनी मी उपभोक्तांना स्वस्थ आणि सुगम शैलीले विविध दिशेजाहीत दिल्यासाठी आहे।"
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వస్తువులు ఉపయోగానికి ఉపయోగపడణం ఉందని మీకు ఇంటి ప్రత్యేకత ఉంది జాగ్రత్త ఉండాలి.
ನಾ ନୂତ୍ନାତିକାର ବୁଧ୍ୟ 90 ରଥା ମଧ୍ୟରେ ପରାକ୍ରମ ଗ୍ରହଣ କରିଥିଥାନ୍ତି, ନେହା ତାହଙ୍କ ଜୀଵନପ୍ରଭାଷାରେ ମାନ୍ୟ କରିଥାନ୍ତି ରାଖିଥାନ୍ତି। ନାମ ମାନ୍ୟ ଗ୍ରହଣ କରିଥାନ୍ତି ଏହାର ନାମରେ ପରାକ୍ରମ ଗ୍ରହଣ କରିଥାନ୍ତି। ନେହା ତାହଙ୍କ ଜୀଵନପ୍�ରଭାଷାରେ ମାନ୍ୟ କରିଥାନ୍ତି ରାଖିଥାନ୍ତି। ନେହା ତାହଙ୍କ ଜୀଵନପ୍ରଭାଷାରେ ମାନ୍ୟ କରିଥାନ୍ତି ରାଖିଥାନ୍ତି। 
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மூட்டுக்குறிக்கு. எனது இந்த கடவுளின் இருவர் அம்மா சோழநாயக்கு நான்னாளிலும் இருந்தது. இருவரும் அம்மாவை வழங்க ஏற்றவியும் இருவருமாலும் செய்தன. இருவரும் இவ்வுருக்கு இருறியும் இருவருமாலும் என்றும் நோக்கியது. இவ்வுருக்கு வழங்க ஏற்றவியும் இருவருமாலும் செய்தன. இவ்வுருக்கு இருறியும் இருவருமாலும் என்றும் நோக்கியது.
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there is profit to be made out of poverty''

A "bottom of the pyramid"
ఇప్పటి సంఖ్యలు వినియోగం రచయిత 35%, 40% వంటి కొలువులను పంచాడవచ్చు, మరియు జాతీయ వర్గాల మేరకు పగలు మీద మనం కొత్త వంటి తనం తనం అభినేయం ఉంచాలి. అసమ, మరియు హిమాలయ ప్రాంతాలు సాధారణ మనుమానాంబులు మూలానం అందరి ప్రపంచ ప్రాంతాను, వంటి మంది ప్రాంతాలు తమ మీద ఒక సమాధాన ప్రాంతాను. మీరికాను సమన్వయం ఎందుకు ప�రువు మరియు కుచ్చి ప్రపంచ ప్రాంతాల వంటిది. మ�ల్లి ప్రాంతాను మనం ప్రతిస్వీకరించాలి. మీరికా మరియు మనం ప్రతిస్వీకరించాలి. మీరికా మరియు మనం ప్రతిస్వీకరించాలి.

అది జాతీయ వర్గాల యొకే మామూలు వంటిది. మీరికా మరియు మనం ప్రతిస్వీకరించాలి. మీరికా మరియు మనం ప్రతిస్వీకరించాలి. మీరికా మరియు మనం ప్రతిస్వీకరించాలి.

మీరికా సంఖ్యలలో, అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది.

18 సంఖ్య వంటిది అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది.

సంఖ్యలలో, అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది.

మీరికా సంఖ్యలలో, అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు వంటిది. అది అది సంఖ్యలను పగలు 
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There shall be Rural courts
MS. CHRISTENE LAZARES: Thank you Speaker Sir for giving me this opportunity. I have been with women for the last 30 years and we have found that women have worked largely for economic, for education and for social upliftment and the only reason and the only issue that lured them was economic empowerment, not only in the city levels but mostly in the rural areas. It is sad that the M.F.Is have cashed in on this situation when the rural women were trying to do something to come out of their own situation and find a place in the sun.

Sir, many of our people have spoken true and each one of them has their fears also of the Bill. But, I do appreciate the good intention of our Government in this Bill. Intentions are good but definitely there is stress on the rate of interest. Sir, here even in the objectives it is stated that the RBI has left rate of interest to the Government. I think there is something that our Government will need to do to clear the situation.

Sir, Collection, as Mr. Kishan Reddy garu stated, is very difficult for women. They will definitely have some or the other expenditure or it will be taken away by their drunken husbands. Sir, this Bill of controls, which is placed before us is good but their needs to be some more controls to be ratified and here I would appreciate if the women who is taking a loan will make her own repayment facility instead of going through another authority, as is the fear of Mr. Jaya Prakash Narayan. The Bill of controls is accepted and acceptable to the people like me and I do thank the Government for coming to the rescue of so many women who had to give up their lives, only because of coercion and this is a very sad thing for us.

I hope that, with this Bill there will be no such coercion in future. No women is driven to commit suicide and perhaps we would find ways and means, different ways and means to see that women have economical growth instead of just simply having to rely on a monthly basis through MFIs and other institutions.
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Constituency development fund

A: Constituency development fund

B: Constituency development fund

C: Constituency development fund

D: Constituency development fund

E: Constituency development fund

F: Constituency development fund

G: Constituency development fund

H: Constituency development fund

I: Constituency development fund

J: Constituency development fund

K: Constituency development fund

L: Constituency development fund

M: Constituency development fund

N: Constituency development fund

O: Constituency development fund

P: Constituency development fund

Q: Constituency development fund

R: Constituency development fund

S: Constituency development fund

T: Constituency development fund

U: Constituency development fund

V: Constituency development fund

W: Constituency development fund

X: Constituency development fund

Y: Constituency development fund

Z: Constituency development fund

9.50
பொது ராணுவ தேசியவாத அம்சம்.

தினம் 5. மார்சு மேற்குத் தினம் (கலாச்சார நாள்): அந்தத் தினம், சி திரிகாளி பெற்று இந்த உண்மையின் நேர்மண்ணாரை நூற்றாண்டுகள் வரும் மூன்று மாதங்களுக்கு முன்னே நாட்டின் பாரம்பரிய அம்சம் தெரிகிறது. மார்சு மாதத்தின் முதல் தினம் என்பது, மனித மற்றும் பெரும்பாகமான வாழ்வுக்கு மதிப்புடைய நாள் என்று நம்பல். தினம் 5. மார்சு மாதத்தின் முதல் தினம் நாட்டின் பதினோராண்டுகளின் பொது தேசியவாத தினமாக நம்பப்படுகிறது. கலாச்சார நாள் என்பது, பாரம்பரிய சூழலான தேசியவாதத்தின் பொது விளக்கமானது என்று நம்பல். கலாச்சார நாள் என்பது, பாரம்பரிய சூழலான தேசியவாதத்தின் பொது விளக்கமானது என்று நம்பல்.
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is:

"That the Micro Finance Institutions (Regulation of Money Lending) Bill, 2010 be taken into consideration"

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was considered.

**CLAUSE-2.**

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is:

"That clause 2 do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause)

The Motion was adopted and Clause 2 was added to the Bill.

**CLAUSE – 3**

SRI G. KISHAN REDDY: Sir, with your permission, I beg to move:

"That in sub-clause (3) of Clause 3 for the words ‘one year’ substitute ‘three years’,

"In sub-clause (4) of Clause 3 for the words ‘the general public’ substitute ‘state holder’.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. The question is:

"That in sub-clause (3) of Clause 3 for the words ‘one year’ substitute ‘three years’,

"In sub-clause (4) of Clause 3 for the words ‘the general public’ substitute ‘state holder’.

(Pause)

The amendments were lost.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER:-The question is:

"That clause 3 do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and Clause 3 was added to the Bill.

**CLAUSE – 4.**

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is:

"That clause 4 do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause)
The motion was adopted and Clause 4 was added to the Bill.

CLAUSE -5.

SRI G. KISHAN REDDY: I beg to move:

"That in sub-clause (1) of Clause 5 delete the words " suo motu"

In sub-clause (1) of clause 5 insert the following after the words 'members of the public'

" will refer the matter to the Commissioner of Rural Development who can"

MR.DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. The question is:

"That in sub-clause (1) of Clause 5 delete the words " suo motu"

In sub-clause (1) of clause 5 insert the following after the words 'members of the public'

" will refer the matter to the Commissioner of Rural Development who can"

(Pause)

The motion was adopted the amendments were lost.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER :- The question is:

"That clause 5 do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause)

The Motion was adopted and Clause 5 was added to the Bill.

CLAUSE 6 AND 7

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is:

"That clauses 6 and 7 do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and Clauses 6 and 7 were added to the Bill.

CLAUSE – 8.

SRI G. KISHAN REDDY : I beg to move :

" That insert the following as new sub-clause (1) (a) after sub-clause (1) of Clause 8:

" There shall be upper cap on the interest as decided by RBI or State Government from time to time calculated and charged on the principle of diminishing balance".

(2) In sub-clause (2) of Clause 8 delete the following:
“except any charge prescribed in the Rules for submission of an application for grant of a loan”.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Motion moved. The question is :

" That insert the following as new sub-clause (1) (a) after sub-clause (1) of Clause 8:

" There shall be upper cap on the interest as decided by RBI or State Government from time to time calculated and charged on the principle of diminishing balance”.

(2) In sub-clause (2) of Clause 8 delete the following :

“except any charge prescribed in the Rules for submission of an application for grant of a loan”.

(Pause )

The Motion was adopted and the amendments were negatived.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : The question is :

" That clause 8 do stand part of the Bill".

( Pause )

The motion was adopted and Clause 8 was added to the Bill.

**Clause – 9.**

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : The question is :

“That clause 9 do stand part of the Bill”

( Pause )

The Motion was adopted and Clause 9 was added to the Bill.

**CLAUSE – 10**

SRI G. KISHAN REDDY: Sir, with your kind permission, I beg to move –

That Insert the following as new sub-clause (1) (a) after sub-clause (1) of Clause 10:

" No. MFI shall extend loan to a beneficiary who has already obtained loan from one MFI until or unless the same loan period completes its gestation”.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Motion moved. The question is :

"That Insert the following as new sub-clause (1) (a) after sub-clause (1) of Clause 10"
"No. MFI shall extend loan to a beneficiary who has already obtained loan from one MFI until or unless the same loan period completes its gestation."

(Pause)

The amendment was lost.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is:

“That clause 10 do stand of the Bill"

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and Clause 10 was added to the Bill.

CLAUSES 11 TO 25, CLAUSE 1, ENACTING FORMULA AND LONG TITLE

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is:

“That Clauses 11 to 25, Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause)

"That clauses 11 to 25, Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill."
As asterisk before the name indicates confirmation by the Member.
something during the end of March I have been the Minister for that portfolio happened to go through an instance. We went and spoke with RBI Governor and other officials. We took the issue to the Union Finance Minister. Mohd. Younus has become a Noble Awardee. He has given a standing applause when he went through the ordinance of Andhra Pradesh. He said that this is a very good initiative taken by Andhra Pradesh. As per Art.213 of the Constitution of India, if an ordinance is not passed by the particular House within six weeks, if it is not passed by the particular House, otherwise the ordinance will get lost if it is not passed by the particular House. In other sense, Ordinance will get nullified.

He said that this is a very good initiative taken by Andhra Pradesh.

As per Art.213 of the Constitution of India, if an ordinance is not passed by the particular House within six weeks, if it is not passed by the particular House, otherwise the ordinance will get lost if it is not passed by the particular House. In other sense, Ordinance will get nullified.

As per Art.213 of the Constitution of India, if an ordinance is not passed by the particular House within six weeks, if it is not passed by the particular House, otherwise the ordinance will get lost if it is not passed by the particular House. In other sense, Ordinance will get nullified.

As per Art.213 of the Constitution of India, if an ordinance is not passed by the particular House within six weeks, if it is not passed by the particular House, otherwise the ordinance will get lost if it is not passed by the particular House. In other sense, Ordinance will get nullified.
Basically, the primary issue in the MFI is multiple lending.

Originally, the Project name is Andhra Pradesh Rural Poverty Reduction Programme (APRPRP). 2004-2009 was considered as a phase. 2004-2010 was considered as a phase. 2004-2010 was considered as a phase.
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This is to promote or regulate discipline in them. Every one and we have been openly admitting it. Everyone knows that discipline in any organization is essential, else everything will fall apart. The SHG women’s families have been encouraged to open more bank linkages. Every year, a significant amount is spent on these activities. The first linkage is up to Rs.1 lakh, second linkage is between Rs.2 and 3 lakhs and third linkage is up to Rs. 5 lakhs. Every year, a significant amount is spent on these activities. Every year, a significant amount is spent on these activities.
Whereas, Self Help Groups loaning 10% of the linkage cash credit, 50 per cent of the linkage cash credit would be fixed one. I really congratulate all of my official team. Union Bank of India has taken a step forward first. I am requesting all other commercial banks and I am sure in the coming six months time, I am requesting all other commercial banks and I am sure in the coming six months time, I am requesting all other commercial banks and I am sure in the coming six months time

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, I will request the Minister for Women Welfare to move the bill for Passing."

MINISTER FOR INDIRA KRANTHI PATHAM, PENSIONS, SELF HELP GROUPS, and WOMEN DEVELOPMENT AND CHILD WELFARE AND DISABLED WELFARE, JUVENILE WELFARE (SMT. V. SUNITHA LAXMA REDDY): Sir, I beg to move:

"That the Andhra Pradesh Micro Finance Institutions (Regulation of Money Lending) Bill, 2010 (LA BILL NO.22 OF 2010) be Passed."

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, the question is:

That the Andhra Pradesh Micro Finance Institutions (Regulation of Money Lending) Bill, 2010 (LA BILL NO.22 OF 2010) be Passed."

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was Passed.

MINISTER FOR INDIRA KRANTHI PATHAM, PENSIONS, SELF HELP GROUPS, AND WOMEN DEVELOPMENT AND CHILD WELFARE AND DISABLED WELFARE, JUVENILE WELFARE (SMT. V. SUNITHA LAXMA REDDY): Sir, I beg to move:

"That the Andhra Pradesh Self-Groups Women (Leasing of Agriculture Land) Bill, 2010 (LA BILL NO.24 OF 2010) be taken into Consideration."
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, I will request the Minister to explain the salient features of the bill.
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Section-3 (2) says that "the duration of lease which shall not be less than five years."
Dispute solving agency
MR.DY.SPEAKER: Vatti Vasanth Kumar Garu, kindly confine to the particular point.

Because 11 months clause section we are spending almost Rs.48,000/- per acre. plus whatever the cost of irrigating that land. The benefit is not going to the persons to whom the benefit is intended. Therefore it is not being used properly for the intended purpose. Therefore, we move NREGS convergence section.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, the question is:


(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was considered.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, I will put the clauses to vote.

There are no amendments to Clauses 2 to 11, Clause-1, Enacting Formula and Long Title and they are before the House.

Now, the question is:

"Clauses 2 to 11, Clause-1, Enacting Formula and Long Title do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and Clauses 2 to 11, Clause-1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, I will request the Minister to move the Bill for passing.

MINISTER FOR INDIRA KRANTHI PATHAM, PENSIONS, SELF HELP GROUPS, AND WOMEN DEVELOPMENT AND CHILD WELFARE AND DISABLED WELFARE, JUVENILE WELFARE (SMT. V. SUNITHA LAXMA REDDY): Sir, I beg to move:


MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, the question is:


(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was passed.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, the House is adjourned to meet again at 9-00 AM tomorrow.

(The House then adjourned at 10-43 PM to meet again on 9-00 AM on Wednesday, the 15th of December 2010)